
Mushrooms Etc 

 Choose an area in your house that is easily accessible so you can moni-

tor your kits progress. 

 Avoid direct sunlight and place kit in a naturally lit room as Lion’s Mane 

need some light to grow. Near a north facing  window is suitable. 

1. Use a clean sharp knife to cut pre-marked X on the kit. Cut through the bag penetrating the wood substrate 

lightly.  

2. Insert skewers 2” deep into each corner on the top of the kit on a slight angle outwards. 

3. If you’re away longer than 4-8 hours wet a small cotton towel and squeeze out excess water. Place the damp 

towel on a plate and place the kit on top to help with humidity.  

4. Open humidity bag and place kit inside (Skewers will prevent the top of the bag from touching the kit). The 

opening of the bag should be facing towards yourself along with the X. This is where your mushrooms receive 

fresh air for proper growth. 

5. Lightly mist around the inside of the bag until light droplets of moisture appear. Mist 4-6 times a day until 

mushrooms emerge (Within 5-14 days). Do not over mist as water dripping all over the kit may ruin the 

emerging young mushrooms. 

6. Once you see mushrooms growing continue to lightly mist. Do not mist Lion’s mane directly.  

7. Lion’s mane is slower growing, usually takes 9-14 days before it is ready, little “teeth” will form and that will 

tell you the mushroom has grown to it’s full size. If the lions mane starts to turn brown before the teeth form 

it is time to harvest or it will taste bitter.  

8. Harvest by twisting off the entire cluster or cutting with a knife at the base. Cook them up fresh or store in a 

paper bag in the refrigerator. Always cook your mushrooms before eating.  

For instructions on how to achieve a 2nd flush go to our FAQ page on mushroomsetc.ca 

Once your kit is finished you can break it up and compost it or add it to your garden (It’s a great soil amendment). 

Lion’s Mane 

Grow Kit Instructions 

EXTRA ITEMS YOU NEED 

Knife, misting bottle, plate (If needed) and small towel (If needed) 


